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DIGEST;

1. GAO will not review agency's determina-
tion not to exercise an option where
option provision is exercisable at the
agency's sole discretion.

2, Agency is not required tQ provide bidders
with precise details for mess attendant
services requirements for facility under
renovation where information spec).fied
in solicitation and opportunity for site
visit provide reasonable basis for com-
puting bids,

3, Where appropriate wage rate determination
from Department of Labor is not received
by contracting agency in time for inclu-
sion in the solilcitation, economic terms
of incumbent contractor's collective bar-
gaining agreement apply to contract and
should be used by bidders in developing
bids.

Space Service International Corporation protests that
invitation for bids (IFB) No. F20613-81-B-0034 issued by
the Department of the Air Force, K.I. Sawyer AFB, Michigan
for mess attendant services did not contain adequate
specifications or properly include the latest wage rate
determination. We believe that the solicitation issued
was adequate and deny Space Service's protest.

On April 2, 1981, the Air Foire decided not to exer-
cise the third-year option under its prior contract with
Space Service. Instead, the Air Force issued the subject
IFB for furnishing mess attendant services in four dining
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facilities whiQh included a dining facility under reno-
vation, Space Service contends that the solicitation con-
tained defective specifications because the renovation
of one of the dining facilities precluded intelligent
bidding, Further, the protester states the IFa did not
contain information concerning the estimated number of
hours necessary for Air Force mission requirements, Space
Service also argues that since it was engaged in the pro-
cess of negotiating a new collective bargaining agreement
with its union, bid opening should have been delayed be-
cause the IFB contained no appropriate wage rate determi-
nation, Finally, Space Service contends that the contracting
officer's decision to refrain from exercising the option
under its existing contract for mess attendant services
was unjustified and without a rational basis, Consequently,
Space Service requests that the Air Force cancel the solici-
tation and exercise that firm's option or that bid opening
be delayed until the union negotiations are concluded and
the main dining facility completed, The Air Force has made
award under this solicitation notwithstanding this protest,

Space Service's argument regarding the agency's failure
to exercise the option under its prior contract is dismissed.
We have held that our Office will not consider an agency's
failure to exercise an option where, as here, the option
provision is exercisable at the sole discretion of the
Government. Vanguard Industrial Corporation, B-195700, Janu-
ary 3, 1980, 80-1 CPD 13.

The Air Force maintains that the solicitation contains
sufficient information on the layout and equipment to be
installed in the renovated main dining hall. For example, a
drawing of the floor plan for the facility shows the dif-
ferent rooms and the location of the serving lines and
booths. The IFB also contains a list of all the equipment
to be furnished by the Government. The agency notes that
Space Service did not attend a pre-bid conference planned to
enable bidders to request clarification of the specifica-
tions, Further, the agency argues that the solicitation
duly notified bidders that a wage rate determination had
been requested from the Department of Labor and that bidders
were instructed to obtain a copy of the current agreement
between the union and the incumbent contractor from the con-
tracting officer. The solicitation indicated that the wage
rate would be dictated by the terms of the current agreement
or the terms of a new agreement negotiated ten ot mote days
prior to bid opening.
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We believe it would impose an unreasonable impairment
on the conduct of Governnent business if the Air Force
were required to postpone the solicitation of bids for mess
attendant services until the dining hall was completed, The
agency indicates that it could not wait for the renovation
work to be completed because it ijanted to begin the contract

term in October and the renovation work was not scheduled
to be completed until the end of September at the earliest.
As stated above, the Air Force did provide a drawing for
the floor plan of the facility showing the different rooms
and location of the serving lines and booths as well as a
list of the equipment to be furnished by the Government.
,Moreover, the Air Force provided bidders with the oppor-
tunity for a site visit,

In this Legard, we note that it is not always possible
for an agency to draft precise specifications. Palmer and
Sicard, Inc,, lB-192994, June 22, 1979, 79-1 CrW3T9,WDie
realize that there is a certain degree of risk involved in
computing bids for vork in an area undergoing renovations
however, this does not necessarily render a solicitation
improper as long as the agency is able to set forth ivs
needs in a manner which permits bidders to intelligently
prepare their bids. See Telephonlics CorPoration, B-194110,
January 9, 1980, 80-1 CPD 25. Under the civcumstances, we
see no basis to conclude the information in the solicitation
was inadequate for intelligent bid preparation.

Concerning the wage determination, since it is undisputed
that the Air Force requested the appropriate wage determina-
tion from the Department of Labor, we find nothing improper
with the Air Force's manner of incorporating the terms of

the predecessor agreement into the solicitation or with the
issuance of the solicitation. In this regard, Defense Acqui-
sition Regulation S 12-1005,2(b)(5) (DAC 76-20, October 17,
1979) specifically provides that when a wage determination
Is not received in time for inclusion in a solicitation
that the economic terms of an incumbent contractor's collec-
tive bargaining agreement shall apply to the contract and
should be used in developing a bid.

Finally, in response to Space Service's complaint con-
cerning the IFB's lack of information about the estimated
number of hours needed for Air Force mission requirements,
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the agency concurred with the protester and amended the
solicitation on July 15 to provide the required informa-
tion.

The protest is denied.

For compttroller Genera]
of the United States




